Members Only/Mics And Models Present
The Return of Bad Girls Boxing
Members Only and Mics And Models have joined forces to present the Return of “Bad Girls Boxing”.
Bad Girls Boxing is inspired by rival cast members from the top rated reality television series and social
influencers boxing out their issues with each other. If you watched reality shows like BGC, LAHH etc
like millions of other fans than you know these the girls and guys have had their share of fist fights, hair
pulling, name calling, double-crossing, jealousy, and heated arguments. Each Bad Girls Boxing event
includes three, 60 second rounds where this stars square off and finally finish the brawl that began on
BGC and others shows without being separated and without commercial breaks. Live entertainment is to
be announced.
Confirmed Top Bad Girls and other stars contestants to be announced.
“Who doesn’t want to see bad girls boxing? Enough said. Get your popcorn,” remarked Azim (Model
Boss) Lateef, CEO of Mics and Models. "Bad Girls Boxing will be the biggest Reality TV event of the
year," remarked Rocky BGC Superstar.
Dates are being accepted everywhere, sponsors are being considered, and ring girls are being auditioned.
Mics and Models own the name and all rights. WGA Intellectual Property Registry Registration Number
2113695
About Mics And Models and Members Only
Member Only/Mics & Models Management is best known for their high profile relationships with top
reality stars and models on America’s largest cable television networks. Through representation of
celebrities in all aspects of entertainment, Mics & Models secures high-profile placements for music,
modeling and television clients. Mics and Models is now evolving into a new Member Only media
Internet IPTV platform, to be launched into new global media markets.
Both of these companies will combine forces to film and broadcast these matches and will be available
this fall on Pay-Per-View.

